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BOUT++ turbulence simulations investigated small/grassy ELM characteristics by varying 

plasma current, edge electric field profile, pedestal pressure, and collisionality. Results showed 

that in the ELM-free regime, divertor heat flux width λq follows ITPA multi-tokamak scaling. 

However, in the grassy ELM regime, λq broadens due to outward turbulence spreading 

measured by fluctuation energy intensity flux Γε at the separatrix. Spreading is controlled by 

factors like pedestal collisionality, pressure gradients, edge radial electric field, and the SOL 

plasma profiles. Operating in H-mode with small/grassy ELMs addresses ELM size reduction 

and SOL width broadening in future fusion reactors. 

 
To reduce divertor heat flux and temperature, detached divertor plasma is crucial. Gas puffing 
and impurity seeding achieve this, but narrow SOL width can lead to confinement loss. 
Broadening the SOL width reduces peak divertor heat load and required upstream separatrix 
density for divertor-plasma detachment. UEDGE Simulations using radial diffusion 
coefficients (proxy for Γε) illustrate the effect on ion saturation current and power width at the 
outer target. As diffusion coefficient (or Γε) increases, λq increases and required separatrix 
density decreases at detachment onset, as indicated by the rollover of the ion saturation current. 
This result demonstrates a reduction in the need for excessive gas puffing and impurity seeding 
for achieving divertor-plasma detachment. 
 


